Abstract: We describe an experiment in which photon pairs from a pulsed parametric down-conversion (PDC) source were coupled into single-mode fibers with heralding efficiencies as high as 70%. Heralding efficiency or mode preparation efficiency is defined as the probability of finding a photon in a fiber in a definite state, given the detection of its twin. Heralding efficiencies were obtained for a range of down-conversion beam-size configurations. Analysis of spatial and spectral mode selection, and their mutual correlation, provides a practical guide for engineering PDC-produced single photons in a definite mode and spectral emission band. The spectrum of the heralded photons were measured for each beam configuration, to determine the interplay between transverse momentum and spectral entanglement on the preparation efficiency. 5349-5360 (1996). 22. We calibrated the detector efficiency by using a mulitmode fiber in the same configuration of coupling lenses used with the single mode fiber after testing that the CUT collected all the correlated photons. 23.
Introduction
Parametric down-conversion (PDC) is known to produce a quantum state of light with a two-photon field description [1, 2] . However, if only one photon of the pair is measured, the source exhibits thermal statistical behavior. We can however reintroduce a certain degree of coherence; by measuring one of the photons, we prepare the other photon in a definite state [3, 4] . The prepared state will be pure only if we project the first PDC photon (called also the heralding photon) into a single mode. Recent studies target applications based on PDC, such as quantum metrology [5] and quantum information [6, 7] that work by preparing one photon by measuring its twin. To optimize this process, it is crucial to properly define and measure the efficiency of that preparation.
For certain quantum information processing applications [7] , it is important to have the heralded photons in well-defined spectral and spatial modes. This is done by detecting one photon of a PDC pair in a certain spatial and spectral mode, and collecting the other photon in a correlated mode.
In recent years pulse-pumped PDC has been employed, followed by narrow-band spectral filtering for temporal mode definition [8, 9] , and coupling the photons into single-mode fibers for spatial mode definition.
An important experimental parameter in such a single-photon source is the heralding efficiency, or the mode preparation efficiency, χ P [10] . This is the efficiency of preparing a photon in the heralded channel in a definite spectral and spatial mode, by specific mode selection of the heralding or trigger arm. This is the probability to find the heralded photon in a specific state. It is evaluated by measuring the raw detection efficiency (coincidence / single counts), and correcting for detection losses in the heralded channel. In other words, given the biphoton state, the heralding channel projects the photon into a certain mode, by spectral and spatial selection which determines the final state of the heralded photon.
In this paper, we describe measurements of the heralding efficiency using a bulkcrystal Type-I PDC source pumped by pulses from a mode-locked laser. These measurements are related to earlier experimental work on coupling photon pairs from both continuous-wave (cw) [11] and pulsed [12] Type-II PDC bulk-crystal sources into single-mode fibers. Studies of PDC fiber-coupling issues can be found in references [10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . A highlight of this paper is that we use an exact sinc function for the longitudinal phase-mismatch function allowing for better results in the long crystal case, as opposed to ref. [16] which uses a Gaussian approximation. In addition, this paper provides a formula for the absolute heralding efficiency and reports theoretical and experimental results comparable to the results reported in ref. [17] . We also note that if a photon-number resolving detector were used as the herald detector, the analysis presented here would apply to a heralded source of multi-photons as well. While the emission accuracy, and thus the ultimate N-photon heralding efficiency of a such a multi-photon source would require a high efficiency herald detector, high efficiency photon-number resolving detectors are now being reported [18].
Experimental setup
We used a fiber-coupling strategy based on the method described in [10] . An overview of the source is shown in Fig. 1 . The idea is to prepare the heralding photon in a single spatial mode, and collect the heralded photon in a single spatial mode, where each mode is defined by a single-mode fiber. In both channels we define our single modes by backward propagating and imaging the single-mode fibers onto the PDC crystal as shown in Fig. 1 . The goal is to match and overlap the single-mode beams in the crystal spatially, while considering the extra divergence due to the PDC phasematching conditions over the wavelength range of interest. We prove that spatial overlap alone is not enough when we have pulsed pumping and that attention has to be paid to define spectrally the mode preparation efficiency. As expected, the mode selection is both spatial and spectral.
In our experiment, the PDC source was a 5 mm long LiI0 3 crystal pumped by frequency-doubled Ti-Sapphire laser pulses at a repetition rate of 76 MHz and a wavelength of 394.5 nm, with a duration of approximately 150 fs. The LiI0 3 crystal was oriented to produce photon pairs at 789 nm to 791 nm at an external cone angle of θ 0 =3.4 • , with a phase-matching internal angle of φ o =44.15 • .
Two small diametrically opposed regions of the emitted cone were coupled (at two different distances from the crystal, for cases (a) and (c) d 1 =53 cm and d 2 =38 cm, for case (b) the distances were reversed), into single-mode fibers using one of three optical configurations. The lens types (L 1 and L 2 ), locations, and resulting beam waists at the crystal are given in Table 1 . The pump beam was focused at the crystal with a beam waist w p of 260 µm. The output of the fibers were coupled onto the photon-counting detectors so as to underfill the active area so all light from the fiber could be detected. The detectors were commercially available Si avalanche photodiode modules with low dark count rates (≈50 Hz). The detector outputs were sent to a conventional coincidence Table I . Distances d 1,2 were chosen for practical reasons, and the direction 1 was the heralding channel except for lens configuration (b). A monochromator was inserted in the heralding channel fiber link to measure coincidence spectral distribution circuit consisting of a time-to-amplitude converter and a single-channel-analyzer with a 4 ns coincidence window. lens the spread around the central emission angle. Pulsed pumping is now introduced in the calculation [16] . In ref.
[17] the effect of the pulsed pump beam on the PDC spectrum width is reported. Here, we use a theoretical approach to predict the spectral emission of the PDC coincidence and to optimize the spectral and spatial mode selection to maximize the mode preparation efficiency and we compare the theoretical prediction with the experimental results.
Our calculations, using the spatial mode preparation results obtained elsewhere [10, 15] , decompose into two terms the spectral mode selection of the PDC represented in Fig. 2 . We deduce the fiber spectral selection from the PDC angular central emission curve, while we account for the width due to the longitudinal wavevector mismatch to first order. The angular selection of a fiber-defined single mode beam, considered as a spatial filter, around the central emission angle of the PDC is obtained from θ o (λ s,i )(see Fig. 2 ). The geometric collection selected spectral width component at the full width half maximum (FWHM) by the fiber, ∆ 1,2 , is approximately given by the FWHM angular collection ∆θ 1,2 of the fiber times the slope of the spectral/angular spread of the PDC, around the central wavelength λ o , i.e.
where (2) is the conversion factor between the FWHM and the 1/e 2 radius of the field profile and w o,1,2 are the fiber waists at the crystal. Note that the lens clear apertures are greater than ∆θ 1,2 d 1,2 . The correlation between the spectral emission and the phase-mismatch in the longitudinal direction giving the fuzzyness for each wavelength, represented in Fig. 2(b) , is instead partially included in the following theory, as it will be clear from Fig. 6 .
We note [21] that the biphoton state can be written in terms of the classical pump E p (x, y, z,t) field and the signal and idler photons' negative frequency-portion of the 
Here we replace the classical pump field with its transversal and spectral Fourier transform, according to
rewriting the two-photon state at the output surface of a PDC crystal oriented with its face perpendicular to the z-axis as obtained in ref. [15] 
where
S is the cross sectional area of the crystal illuminated by the pump, and L is the length of the crystal. The subscripts s, i, p indicate the signal, idler, and pump. The pump beam propagates along the z axis. We evaluate ∆k x,y,z = (k p − k s − k i ) x,y,z , in terms of the pump, signal, and idler k-vectors. The longitudinal component of the pump k-vector is
where q p is the transverse component of the pump k-vector and c is the speed of light. Analogous expressions give the signal and idler longitudinal components.
, is the pump pulse frequency distribution, where T p is the width at FWHM and E q p = exp(−
) is the pump transverse wavevector distribution with w p being the pump field waist. Both are assumed for simplicity to be Gaussian. We write the wavevector mismatch ∆k x,y,z terms as 
| φ o account for the effects of the refractive indexes of the pump and the signal due to the pump angular spread, which is responsible for a small deviation from the phase-matching angle φ o . The other terms are defined as
and ν i,s,p = ω i,s,p − Ω i,s,p with ν p = ν i + ν s . Note that N s = 0 for Type I phase-matching. Assuming S infinite, we integrate over x and y, giving ∆k x = ∆k y = 0. To obtain the biphoton field in the transverse spatial and time variables, we take the Fourier transforms on the q and ν variables and integrate over z,
L and 0 elsewhere. t 1 and t 2 are the times when the two photons are generated at the longitudinal positions z 1 =z 2 =0, at the crystal output surface. To obtain Eq. (8) we made some approximations. First, we assumed that the pump, signal, and idler have narrow transverse angular distributions, so we can use the paraxial approximation. We also rewrite the longitudinal k-vector components by expanding the index of refraction n p,s,i (ω p,s,i , φ ) around the central frequencies (Ω s,i ), and around the phase-matching angle φ o . This approximation holds only in cases where the considered field is an extraordinary wave (this of course depends on the type of phase-matching adopted, either type I or type II). In all cases we limited our calculation to the first perturbative order. We also assume small non-collinearity and small walk-off angles.
) is the time Fourier transform of the pump spectral distribution E ν p (ν p ) and
) is similarly the Fourier transform of pump transverse momentum distribution E q p . To calculate the coincidence rates measured by two single mode fibers in the signal and idler arms, we assume first that the guided transverse spatial modes are Gaussian fields propagated back from the fibers through the lenses and crystal output surface, and are defined by
with j = 1, 2. The imaging optic L j is arranged to place the collection beam waist, w o, j at the crystal. We work in the perfect imaging configuration where the gaussian field guided by a fiber is magnified by the lens and if w f , j is the fiber waist at the fiber exit tip, the beam waist at the crystal is w o, j = M j w f , j . The resulting time dependent biphoton field is calculated by integrating over the transverse spatial variables according to
Here we have to consider that either we spectrally select the PDC photons by an interference filter and/or by single spatial mode collection, acting also as a spectral with ∆ 1,2 being the FWHM of the spectral distribution. Therefore, by Fourier transforming the spectral filter distributions as I ν s (t − t + τ − τ ) and I ν i (t − t − τ + τ ), the coincidence rate is
Single channel event rates are calculated with only one fiber-defined spatial mode, i.e. first by calculating
and then integrating over the spectral filter as
The mode preparation efficiency is finally
For the case where arm 1 is the heralding channel with noncollinear degeneracy the result for type I PDC is
The parameters are:
The coincidence spectrum is determined by taking only the Fourier transform of the transverse spatial variables in Eq. (4), obtaining where Π −L (
and 0 elsewhere. Therefore the resulting frequency-dependent biphoton field is calculated by integrating over the transverse spatial variables according to
The coincidence spectrum for the degenerate case (Ω s = Ω i ) is
(Note that the pump spectral width due to its pulsed nature explicitly adds to the width of this coincidence spectrum.) We explicitly write C 12 (ν i , ν s ) as
From Eq. (20) we deduce that the interplay between the spectral components ν i,s and the transverse parameters w o,p is quantified by ζ , contained in the Erf terms, which is relevant to both the pump pulse envelope and the pump transverse distribution. Note that while for w p large, the term
contributes to a widened coincidence spectrum, the Erf terms instead reduce the overall coincidence spectrum. In our experimental setup for pump waists bigger than 300 µm, the overall effect is a very slight dependence of the coincidence spectrum on the pump waist. However, when we sharply focus the pump beam waist to on the order of 30 µm, we expect a broader coincidence spectrum. This means that for small pump waist, the correlation is strong and the spectral and transverse components are not separable. The correlation could be better estimated if we included second order terms in the calculation, which were neglected here to a allow a tractable analytical solution.
Experimental results
We now analyze the coincidence spectrum for the specific optical setup used. A Gaussian beam analysis yields FWHM angular spreads of ∆θ 1,2 for the photon field according to the lens configurations in Table II . From Fig. 2 and Eq. (1), it can be seen that the acceptance angles ∆ 1,2 allow downconverted photons with a raw bandwidth at the narrowest of ∆ 2 =21 nm to be coupled into our fibers.
We used a spectral filter F 1 centered at 789.3 nm with FWHM of 5 nm in the heralding channel (trigger) to obtain the best heralding efficiency. A cut off filter F 2 was used to reduce the background light in the other arm, which is here referred to as channel under test (CUT). A monochromator with 1 nm resolution was used for the coincidence spectral scan. F 1 reduced the bandwidth of the accepted trigger photons along with the bandwidth of the heralded photons. In this way, the choice of F 1 can be used to tailor the spectral properties of the heralded photons. Figure 3(a,b,c) shows the effects of restricting the accepted herald photon bandwidth to 5 nm (centered at 789 nm) versus the case where only the raw bandwidths (namely the herald and CUT bandwidths) are selected by the two fibers are used, for 3 different spectral widths given by different L 1,2 lens configurations. It is clear that, even in the absence of the interference filter, the overall coincidence bandwidth (heralded bandwidth) is reduced with respect to the single fiber selection spectral bandwidths, ∆ 1,2 , and this is the signature that even in this case we have an entanglement between transverse and spectral components. For different configurations (a,b,c) we obtained measured heralded bandwidth ranging from 18 nm to 34 nm. With the 5 nm interference filter inserted, the final bandwidth is about 4 nm. The theoretical predictions match quite well with the experimental results. These results show a narrow coincidence spectral bandwidth profile with respect to the estimated single channel bandwidth selection (∆ 1,2 ), because the heralding channel bandwidth and the correlation dominate. Moreover to restrict the coincidence bandwidth, a narrow filter on the heralding arm is necessary. This means that a spatial mode defined by the single mode fiber contains a wider spectral mode.
To determine the difference between the spatial mode and the spectral mode selection operated by the single mode fibers, we measured the mode preparation efficiency and the single counts of the heralded channel versus an iris aperture at the collecting lens, with the configuration two f=8 mm (configuration (c)). We observed that the heralding efficiency, and the single CUT counts level off for almost the same iris aperture, correspondent to a measured waist of the mode at the lens of roughly 1.1 mm, which is in agreement with a gaussian mode of 2.1 µm waist at the fiber tip back propagated through a f=8 mm lens, in a perfect imaging configuration.
We made a coincidence spectral scan for various fixed iris apertures. The result is plotted in Fig. 4 .
From the measured spectral scan, we see that the spectral width is independent of iris diameter down to at least 1 mm, which is to be expected as the "spectral mode waist" was estimated to be 0.7 mm (1/ √ 2 of the spatial waist). In other words, in this case the fiber is just a spatial filter, providing an intensity profile selection. However to obtain the highest efficiency we must match the spatial modes, which are spatially wider than the spectral modes selected by the fiber. In contrast, spectral modes do not have to be matched. This is more evident in the pulsed case than in the CW case. In fact, the use of matched filters (F 1 and F 2 ) in pulsed PDC will cause an undesirable loss of heralded photons. The CUT arm bandwidth needs to be significantly wider than that of the trigger-photon filter F 1 . Figure 5 shows that narrow trigger bandwidth and wide CUT channel, yield the highest mode preparation efficiency. This simulation assumes the perfect spatial mode matching condition, w o,1 = w o,2 = w o = Mw f and w p >> w o , with equal heralding and heralded arms. The efficiency is higher for smaller lens magnification, for long focal lengths and/or short lens/crystal distances. The experimental mode preparation efficiency was obtained by measuring the conditional detection efficiency of heralded photons, and then correcting for the losses in the heralded-photon arm. The conditional detection efficiency χ D was simply defined as the coincidence counting rate, R c , divided by the trigger photon detection rate, R 1 .
Loss in the CUT-photon analysis path of Fig. 1 was due to a calibrated detector D 2 quantum efficiency of η=53.7% at 790 nm [22], a measured F 2 transmittance of 91% for the cut-off filter, and a measured transmittance of 96% for the nonlinear crystal at 790 nm. In addition, we estimate 4% reflectance loss upon exiting fiber and connecting to the detectors coupling lens, and an additional 2% loss due to the four anti-reflection-coated surfaces of the lens L 2 . The total of these losses, along with the measured conditional detection efficiency of χ D = 31%, implies a mode preparation efficiency of χ p = 70%. Our setup for practical reasons did not allow for exact spatial mode matching of the heralding and heralded modes (in fact, d 1 and d 2 were different). This is one of the reason we could not reach the highest efficiency. The highest value was obtained with the (c) lens configuration. Here the predicted value is 86%. We obtained different maximum values for mode preparation efficiency in the other lens configurations. For lens configurations (a) and (b) we obtained 55%, and 61%, respectively, where the predicted values were 90% and 77%, respectively. The (b) configuration gives lower efficiency where the heralding channel had the shorter distance, yielding a narrower heralded channel bandwidth. Though the (a) configuration should yield the highest efficiency (lower magnification, longer focal length), in practice the NA of the single lens was only 0.15, which was inadequate to collect the entire spatial mode guided by the fiber. According to our prediction, a lower magnification in a perfect spatial mode matching configuration could yield the highest mode preparation efficiency for any defined trigger spectral selection. As an explanation of the 20% discrepancy between the predicted and measured single mode preparation efficiency, we show in Fig. (6) a comparison between the PDC intensity transverse angular profile of the heralded arm from a heralding single direction and single wavelength point, calculated as in [23] (a) and using the approximation of this paper (b). Because of the non-perfect longitudinal phase-matching and of the finite transverse pump profile, a single direction in the heralding arm corresponds to an area of correlated photons. As is visible, the transverse profile in a correct calculation is broader and equal in both dimensions, while in our approximation, it appears narrower in the y direction. This is because we retain only the first order in the series for the longitudinal mismatch, the remaining transverse contribution is only in the y direction as it is clearly evident from Eq. (7).
Conclusion
In this paper we analyzed theoretically and experimentally strategies to maximize the heralding efficiency of a PDC pulsed single-photon source, considering spatial and spectral mode selection. We provided a theoretical estimate of the heralding efficiency and of the coincidence spectrum for a pulsed type I PDC source, giving a practical method to tailor heralded photons in a defined spectral and spatial mode. This theoretical analysis of spatial and spectral mode coupling would also apply to a heralded source of N photons, if a photon-number resolving detector were used as the herald detector. That application would clearly require a herald detector with high efficiency, otherwise the accuracy of the N-photon emission would be poor. This would be a particularly critical problem for large N. Although we have not provided a specific efficiency analysis for this application, as such detectors advance, this application may warrant further attention. This work was supported in part by ARDA, ARO, and DARPA/QUIST. 
